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Media Release 

Schaffner expects to remain in the profit zone despite a significant sales 
decline in the first half of fiscal 2019/20 

Luterbach, 16 April 2020 – Affected by a slowdown in momentum in important end markets in the first 

quarter and the negative impact of the corona pandemic from the second quarter onwards, net sales 

of the Schaffner Group fell by 15% to CHF 86.0 million in the first half of fiscal 2019/20 (prior-year 

period: CHF 101.4 million). Despite this significant decline in sales, the Group expects both a positive 

operating result (EBIT) and a net profit for the period. 

The corona pandemic affects global value chains and demand worldwide. With a comprehensive 

program, Schaffner has been able to ensure the health of its employees and maintain its supply 

capability at all times. Measures such as short-time work, structural and capacity adjustments in 

overheads and production plants, the postponement of replacement investments and rigorous cost 

management help to contain the negative effects. In addition, the Board of Directors and the Executive 

Committee are waiving a part of their fixed compensation. 

On 7 May 2020, the Schaffner management will give an overview of the business development in a 

webcast at the presentation of the half-year results 2019/20. 
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Financial calendar 

7 May 2020 

8 December 2020 

12 January 2021 

Publication of half-year results 2019/20 

Publication of annual results 2019/20 

25th Annual General Meeting 

Schaffner – Shaping Electrical Power 

The Schaffner Group is a global leader in solutions that ensure the efficient and reliable 

operation of power electronic systems by shaping electrical power. The Group’s portfolio 

includes EMC filters, power magnetic components, power quality filters and the related services. 

For the automobile industry, Schaffner develops and manufactures components for antennas for 

keyless authentication systems, as well as filter solutions for hybrid and electric vehicles and 

their charging infrastructure. Schaffner components are also deployed in electronic motor 

controls, rail technology applications, machine tools and robots, electrical infrastructure, power 

supplies for electronic devices, and wind power and photovoltaic systems. Headquartered in 
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Switzerland, Schaffner serves its customers globally through its engineering and manufacturing 

centers in Asia, Europe and North America. 


